
Market Landscape, Innovation 
Leads & Avenues
Bringing Segmentations to Life



ILC Background and Objectives

To identify the potential value of future players
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To develop an understanding of gaming and overall entertainment 
behaviours

Identify unmet need states at a national level and by region

To identify potential classification of players for future non-traditional 
lottery concepts 
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Methodology

Large scale online quantitative survey

Gaming landscape, including a segmentation

30 minute survey

N=7513 Completes (at least n=1500 per jurisdiction) 

Adults 18/19 to 64 years of age who are not opposed 
to gambling, have played some form of gambling, 
gaming, or entertainment in the past year



Social Gamers (16%)
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Younger (less than 44 years)

Prefer games 
that take time 

to master

Making friends from playing 
games is important

Higher overall activity 
spend highest spend 
on games for money

Enjoy team based 
games and playing 

with strangers

Enjoy casino type games 
on site and online

Like to connect and share 
ideas rather than 

dominating opponents
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Prefer games 
of chance

Engaged in multiple 
lifestyle activities, 
more than other 

segments for 
exercising, outdoor 

activities, shows

Has purpose in self 
improvement, 

continuous discovery
Older 

(most players 44+)

Will pay for games 
with big cash prizes

Play with Purpose (12%)

50/50 or raffle 
tickets

Support charitable causes



Dollar Driven Dominators (25%)

Focused on money… making lots 
of it quickly even at the expense 

of enjoying what they do
Competitive games where they 

can dominate opponents

Elaborate role playing games

Willing to pay more for rewards

Younger (less than 45 years) 
and more males

Playing offsiteCompeting as a team
Sharing status and identifies 

skill level



Mobile Escapees (30%)

Active leisure life… eating out Exercise and the 
great outdoors

Going to the 
movies

Play games to relieve 
boredom and to relax and 

unwind

Continuous learning

Can be played solo
Can be played on mobile device

Value 
curiosity

Older (55-64 years)



Effortless Solos (17%)

Would rather spend a night 
at home than almost 

anything else

Easy to play

Relieve boredom

Can be played on a 
computer or console

Solo play

Can be played on mobile device

Feel stressed

Want games to help 
relax and unwind

Escape reality
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ze

Ease of Reach

HIGH 
PRIORITY

LONGER TERM 
POTENTIAL

LET IT 
RIDE

LOW 
PRIORITY
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Social 
GamersMobile 

Escapees

Effortless 
Solos

Dollar Driven 
Dominators

Play with 
Purpose

30%

17%

12%

16%

25%

25%

$3.2B Games for Money Including Lottery
$1.2B Games for Money Excluding Lottery
$15.8B Total Activity

$2.5B Games for Money Including Lottery
$1.6B Games for Money Excluding Lottery
$8.1B Total Activity

$1.5B Games for Money Including Lottery
$553M Games for Money Excluding Lottery
$5.9B Total Activity

$2.3B Games for Money Including Lottery
$1.0B Games for Money Excluding Lottery
$6.8B Total Activity

$2.9B Games for Money Including Lottery
$1.6B Games for Money Excluding Lottery
$9.4B Total Activity

Prioritization Based on Games for Money (Excluding Lottery)



SOCIAL GAMERS – A DEEP DIVE



Renewed focus on the 19-34 year olds, in which the

Social Gamer over-indexes in versus most of the 

other segments.

While they only account for 16% in terms of size, they 

over-index on spend across all activities relative to their 

size, with gameplay and games for money being highest. 

WHY SOCIAL GAMERS?

1

2
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SKILL

CHANCE

SOLO

SCRATCH 

‘N WIN

PULL TABS

DRAW

BASED 

GAMES

BINGO
SPORTS 

ACTION

SOCIAL

The current portfolio of products
are largely focused on solo play with 
traditional lottery mechanisms.
There isasignificant lack of social 
gaming options for our players.

Our  
challenge.

TABLE 

GAMES



STAGE 1

Discover

.

STAGE 2

Design

STAGE 3

Deploy

The ‘Vision’. A true identification 
of the  customer and market needs 
resulting in a  portfolio of creative 
and commercial concepts  
validated with customers.

OUTPUT:
• Personas
• Concepts that have been 

prioritized by lovability, 
profitability and  do-ability.

The ‘Proposition’ including 
features, experience and 
commercial impact. Brought to life 
and validated through multiple 
rapid prototyping and testing 
loops.

OUTPUT:
• Proposition Blueprint (Lean 

Canvas)
• Validated Prototype
• Go-to-Market Plan
• Commercial Case

The ‘Beta Build’, a minimally 
viable, lovable and profitable 
product, service or new venture 
that impacts the lives of your 
customers.

OUTPUT:
• Limited scale product or new 

venture live in market
• Experimental learnings and 

future release roadmap

OUR PROCESS



SOCIAL GAMER PERSONAS



Trish

THE ORGANIZER

Jake

THE CREATURE OF HABIT

Jen

THE FOLLOWER

Afshin

THE EXPLORER
“Friends are always at 

the core of my 

gaming experience. I 

get the most 

competitive when I’m 

spurred on by other 

people.”











THE CONCEPTS
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Concept
prioritization.

18 CONCEPTS VISUALIZED

COLLEGE LEAGUE

O CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!

VOTE THE SLIP

TILE GAME SCRATCH

RINK BINGO

PULL THE OTHER ONE

CASINO, YOUR WAY

TRICKY TRIVIA

CLIP BET

BODACIOUS BINGO

LOTTERY ROYALE

ANTE UP

MONEYVILLE

PROVE IT

GAME WALL

HOT SPOTS

LIVE LOTTO

TILE GAME SCRATCH

LIGHT IT UP!

PULL THE OTHER ONE

CASINO, YOUR WAY

LAST ONE STANDING

ANTE UP

BONUS!

HOTSPOTS

BONUS!

HOTSPOTS

DE-PRIORITIZED FOR SOCIAL GAMER ELIMINATED

10 CONCEPTS PRIORITIZED &

FURTHER BUILT OUT

8 CONCEPTS REFINED &

FLESHED  OUT AT A HIGH

FIDELITY

CASINO, YOUR WAY

FOCUS

PULL THE OTHER ONE

WORKPLACE LOTTO

PARTY LEAGUE PARTY LEAGUE

TEAMBETTEAMBET

LIGHT IT UP

LAST ONE STANDING

ANTE UP
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Concept
prioritization.

Decision to eliminate or de-prioritize 
were informed by customer testing, 
market analysis, and their applicability to
the SocialGamer segment.

What internal champions can 

take ownership and accountability 

to continue momentum?

Feasible

Key questions for prioritization:

Are we in a position to offer a 

compelling proposition in this 

space?

Profitable

How well do the concepts 

meet the unmet desires of 

our Social Gamer Personas?

Loveable



Get your friends together and 

add a bit of spice to the match 

you’re watching by betting as a 

group. Split the winnings or 

spend it to elevate your night!

.

Casino your way gives you the 

power to curate your casino 

experience

Your table, Your Time, Your friends

Deploy

An exclusive event where all of 

your favourite party games are 

played on a competitive stage. 

Sign up your team, compete, 

spectate, cheer on your friends 

and add more excitement to 

the event by placing a bet for 

the chance to win cash prizes

.

Betting made personal. A platform 

to track, bet, and probe  your

friends about their visions for the

future.

Grab your co-workers and get

your tickets for the draw on  

Friday afternoons.

There is a guaranteed winner in

the group every week and a

chance to win the growing

jackpot amount amongst all the

other workplace lotto groups.

.

Check into a location by scanning 

one of the “presents” on  site, 

giving you the opportunity to win 

an instant prize (free  food, drinks, 

or discounts).

.

Not sure what to do with your 

group of friends tonight?  

Check out which local spots 

have the biggest Ante Up  

jackpot: tonight the money is

at the Ping Pong Social Club.

Last One Standing is a one-week 

digital game where you  play a

daily mini game or complete mini

tasks to stay in the  game!

First we lit up stadiums with 

lighters, then it was  cellphones,

and now we’re lighting it up with

LED  bracelets and the chance to

win amazing prizes
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BCLC + ALC / Social Gamer Segmentation

Always stuck waiting for a turn at the blackjack table? 

Never get to play craps with your friends?  Always 

wanted to learn how to play Baccarat? 

With Casino Your Way you can create your casino 

experience by selecting your game, reserving a table, 

setting a budget and bringing the fun.

Your Table. Your Time. Your Friends

1URL www.casinoyourway.ca

CONVENIENCE

Easy-to-use scheduling system allows customers to play 

table games according to their schedule

REDUCED INTIMIDATION FACTOR

Customers who once opted out of taking the 

last place at the craps table, will now have a 

table dedicated to their group.

Top 3 Features

LEARN-TO-PLAY

Casino Your Way is designed to 

accommodate all levels of players.  For those 

new to the table experience, the dealer will 

ensure the group fully understands the rules

Casino Your Way

http://www..casinoyourway.ca/


Spice an afternoon of watching sports with your friends with 

TeamBet. 

TeamBet is a group betting service that allows you and 

your friends to have your say, pool your funds, and create 

joint betting slips on sporting events.

Share your hot tips, statistics and nominate bets, while the 

voting feature allows the group to collectively decide on the 

best bets for a match. Let the banter begin!

There’s no ‘I’ in TeamBet.

TeamBet

Image.

1

2

3

Top 3 Features

EASY-TO-PLAY

No more moneyline and over/under numbers.  TeamBet

brings simple and easy to understand betting propositions 

to players interested in enhancing their experience

COLLABORATIVE 

Work as a team to build your bet slip, share 

tips and strategies, then enjoy the action 

from start to finish

EXCITING WAY TO ENJOY THE GAME

Bets are not just final outcome related, with results 

coming in throughout the action.  



Last to be selected for recess soccer?  First cut from the varsity 

volleyball team?  That’s not how we roll at the Peoples Party 

League.

We’re taking games back to you, the people and elevating silly 

and social party games  you’ve always loved to a whole new 

level.

PPL is your chance to play, watch and bet on fun social games in 

a cool setting. 

Amateurs wanted!

People’s Party League

Image.
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Top 3 Features

FAMILIAR

PPL leverages games that social gamers know and love 

and then adds extra excitement by engaging the crowd 

in wagering on the outcomes of games

IN-VENUE PRIZING

Specific in-venue prizing as a way to draw 

customer to the venue, and to cater to those 

customers looking for immediate prizes

TEAM BASED COMPETITION

Social Gamers are looking for way to compete with their 

friends and against others, PPL offers the ability to do 

both, for prizing  



Light itUp
Anewform of experiential lottery

First we lit up stadiums with lighters, then it was  

cellphones, and now we’re lighting it up with LED  

bracelets and the chance to win amazing prizes!

Purchase your Light it Up bracelet when entering the  

arena. When the time comes and the arena lights dim,  

your bracelet will light up and the game will begin. One by  

one, people’s bracelets will turn off. If you’re the last one  

lit up, you’re the winner!

PURCHASE BRACELET JOIN THE CROWD LAST LIGHT STANDING WINS

INCREMENTAL JACKPOTS

As the event progresses, the prizes become more  

valuable to drive increased participation through  

FOMO.

ELIMINATION FORMAT

Over the course of the live draw, players are  

eliminated until the last bracelet is flashing to  

indicate the winner.

CUSTOMIZABLE BRACELETS

Bracelets can be modified to reflect the venue or  

event you are attending.

TOP 3 FEATURES



Last OneStanding
Battle Royalemeets lottery

Last One Standing is a week long digital game in which  

you complete tasks or play daily mini-games to win more  

chances at staying alive.

Enter as a single player or pool your lives with a team to  

increase your odds of survival. Although you get a better  

chance of winning, you’ll have to split the prize among your  

teammates.

Lives are taken at random and the last one standing at the  

end of the week wins the prize.

CHOOSE SOLO OR GROUP PLAY

https://sketch.cloud/s/xQPw5/all/page-1/1/play

COMPETE DAILY FOR EXTRA LIVES SEE HOW YOU’REDOING  

AGAINST OTHERS

LENGTH OF PLAY

Game is played for a maximum of 1 week where  

players are randomly eliminated throughout.

SKILL INFLUENCED

Ability to gain more lives based on your ability to  

succeed in mini-games/tasks versus others in-game.

TEAM FORMAT

Mechanic in place to join others who are playing,  

which aggregates lives to increase odds of winning.

TOP 3 FEATURES

https://sketch.cloud/s/xQPw5/all/page-1/1/play


CONCEPT TESTING
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To further validate and refine the 
concepts the team is taking further steps 
to test with customers

Initial in-
house testing.

. Light It Up

Get your friends together and 

add a bit of spice to the match 

you’re watching by betting as a 

group. Split the winnings or 

spend it to elevate your night!

.

Casino your way gives you the 

power to curate your casino 

experience

Your table, Your Time, Your friends

Deploy

An exclusive event where all of 

your favourite party games are 

played on a competitive stage. 

Sign up your team, compete, 

spectate, cheer on your friends 

and add more excitement to 

the event by placing a bet for 

the chance to win cash prizes
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To further validate and refine the 
concepts the team is taking further steps 
to test with customers

Customer
testing.

The team has developed 

working prototypes for three 

concepts that can be tested 

with real customers

[5] concepts have been put 

into quantitative testing with 

a panel of 800 Social 

gamers

In-market tests
Quantitative 

testing

.

Deploy Last One 

Standing
Light It Up



BCLC + ALC / Social Gamer Segmentation

Secondary Image

Always stuck waiting for a turn at the blackjack 

table? Never get to play craps with your 

friends?  Always wanted to learn how to play 

Baccarat? 

With Casino Your Way you can create your 

casino experience by selecting your game, 

reserving a table, setting a budget and 

bringing the fun.

Your Table. Your Time. Your Friends

Book & share
Confirm selection and 

share booking 

confirmation with 

friends

Arrive & Play
Play your game at your 

convenience, with your 

friends

Select preferences 

online
• Table

• Time

• # of Seats

• Spend limits ($)

• Food & beverages

To learn more visit [insert website link here if it will be public 

when the survey launches next week]

How it works

Light it Up

A new twist on 50/50

First we lit up stadiums with lighters, 

then it was cellphones, and now we’re 

lighting it up with LED bracelets and the 

chance to win amazing prizes!

Purchase your bracelet when entering the 

arena. When the time comes and the arena 

lights dim, your bracelet will light up and the 

game will begin. One by one, people’s  

bracelets will turn off, if you’re the last one lit 

up, you’re the winner!

There will be multiple draws with different 

prizes throughout the event. Maybe you will 

take home a cash prize, a signed jersey, or 

your whole row will win free in-venue 

PURCHASE

BRACELET

JOIN THE

CROWD

LAST LIGHT 

STANDING WINS

Think Battle Royale for lottery

Last One Standing is digital lottery draw that 

occurs over the course of a week. You buy a 

ticket before the draw starts, and your aim is 

to stay alive until the end of the week.  

Lives are taken at random throughout the 

week, and the last one standing at the  end of 

the week wins the prize.

However, by complete daily mini-game and

mini tasks you can earn extra lives and 

increase your chances of staying in the  game!

Go it alone as a single player or pool your 

lives with a team. The bigger your team, the 

better chances of one of you surviving it to 

the end of the week… but you’ll have to 

split the prize among your teammates.

LAST ONE 
STANDING

Spice an afternoon of watching sports with 

your friends with TeamBet.

TeamBet is a group betting service that 

allows you and your friends to have your say, 

pool your funds, and create joint betting 

slips on sporting events.

Either get together with your friends and fill 

out a physical bet slip, or play online

Online group chat helps you to share your 

hot tips, statistics and nominate bets, while 

the voting feature allows the group to 

collectively decide on the best bets for a 

match. Let the banter begin!

There’s no ‘I’ in TeamBet.

Chat
• Choose the game you 

want to watch & bet on

• Study the statistics, share 

your hot tips and 

compare your knowledge 

Vote
• Each member of the 

team shares their 

prediction on the 

outcome of the event

• For example, you vote on 

if you think more than 

40pts will be scored in 

the American football 

match you’re watching 

(higher vs lower)

Bet
• Lock in your team’s 

choices and what you 

want to bet

How it works

4

Four concepts were shared with 800 
customers via Insights west. Simple 
questions around likelihood to play, etc
were included as well as opportunities 
for qualitative feedback

Quantitative 
testing.
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In-market 
tests.







30%

10

Total # of groups

# of total players44

Parq Vancouver 

casino pilot 

results. 

23%

% of Light & Casual 

players
73%

% of non-visitor

$4,175

Estimated total spend

$418

91%

$94
Avg. spend per 

player 

Avg. spend per 

group

% of players willing to 

return to casino



Pay to play model continues 
to attract the Light & Casual 
player

CYW is appealing players 
outside of Vancouver

Increasing minimum group 
size will reduce number of 
cancellations 

Greater focus on 
personalization and the 
experience will increase spend 

Hard Rock casino 

pilot and testing the 

assumptions.

June 7th – 22nd



NEXT STEPS



STAGE 1

Discover

.

STAGE 2

Design

STAGE 3

Deploy

The ‘Vision’. A true identification 
of the  customer and market needs 
resulting in a  portfolio of creative 
and commercial concepts  
validated with customers.

OUTPUT:
• Personas
• Concepts that have been 

prioritized by lovability, 
profitability and  do-ability.

The ‘Proposition’ including 
features, experience and 
commercial impact. Brought to life 
and validated through multiple 
rapid prototyping and testing 
loops.

OUTPUT:
• Proposition Blueprint (Lean 

Canvas)
• Validated Prototype
• Go-to-Market Plan
• Commercial Case

The ‘Beta Build’, a minimally 
viable, lovable and profitable 
product, service or new venture 
that impacts the lives of your 
customers.

OUTPUT:
• Limited scale product or new 

venture live in market
• Experimental learnings and 

future release roadmap
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SKILL

CHANCE

SOLO

SCRATCH ‘N WIN

PULL TABS

DRAW

BASED 

GAMES

BINGO
SPORTS 

ACTION

SOCIAL

The new  
portfolio.

TABLE GAMES

LAST ONE

STANDING

LIGHT IT UP

PEOPLE’S

PARTY  

LEAGUE

TEAMBET

CASINO 

YOUR WAY


